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Michel Henry
World fame supreme
Recognition for this artist haut ‐ marnais: a Michel‐Henry museum was already created
by the local municipality on the island of Hokkaido, near the Japanese Olympic town of
Sapporo. An exceptional event for a painter fortunately always alive. A success which
rests(bases) on an incontested practice but especially, thanks to a perfect master's
degree of colours and light which spring under his paintbrushes.
The danger of the beautiful …
Curious cross for this artist of Langres. His father, actively engaged in the army, wished
that his son follows a military career. In fact, for Michel‐Henry, the choice of its artist's
vocation was never questioned: he already painted when he was four years old. The
artist in herb thus makes his entrance to the Fine art of Paris at the age of 18, to the
great displeasure his father. Begin then the learning of a common student, the
learning of the life. The lack of money urges him to create. He paints the shop
window of a storekeeper to be made a little money and offer itself a pants. For this
difficult period, the future genius of the colour made also of beautiful meeting. In the
Fine art, he passed four years in the studio of the mister Narbonne which inculcated
him the taste of the obust and rigorous constructions then, he learns by the mister
Chapelain‐Midy the science of colours and harmonious reports. Very fast, Michel‐
Henry finds his pictorial writing and his true personality of artist. His favourite
subject : combine in a single picture the
landscape and the still life. In the background: the atmosphere of Paris, Venice, Florence, Albi … In the foreground: the
eternal scintillance glasses, crystal cups, stocked flasks, fruits or flowers.
Flowers: image of beauty and flavour
Such a leitmotiv, flowers become the image of its work. Unconsciously, the artist pays all his attention there: " I spent a part
of my life to maintain them. I know everything of them, their colours, their flavours. If I paint them so often, it is because I
noticed that the most beautiful colours were in flowers. In Japan, it is as well thanks to his flowers as the artist knows the
success. For them, who give a philosophic sense to the arrangement of flowers, the compositions of the artist are interpreted
as symbols of exoticism and art in the pure state.
That of road crossed by this boss of the contemporary representational painting. Today, in each of its exhibitions, Michel‐
Henry continues to surprise us. His paintings are so many hymns in the life in what she has of eternal.

Michel‐Henry
michel‐henry.com

Paris,
La Conciergerie
Oil on painting (2002)
116 x 89
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Michel Henry, a part of his work

« Altea » – huile sur toile (1958)

‐ 65 x 50

« Campagne fleurie » – huile sur toile (1985)

« Istambul ‐ Sainte‐Sophie » – huile sur toile (1990) – 46 x 38

« Hirondelles » – huile sur toile (1973) – 162 x 130

« L’or de Venise » – huile sur toile (1988) – 162 x 130

« San Giorgio » – huile sur toile (2003) – 73 x 60
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